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Day 1:
AM
– Introduction
– Wind resource assessment
– Basic load assessment
– Basic system sizing

PM
– Wind turbine construction

Course overview

Day 2:
AM

Introduction

• Designed for SIBAT engineers

– Wind turbine electrical systems

PM

• 1kW small wind turbine for
remote rural application
• Explain design guides

– System design exercise

Why wind power?
• Increase the portfolio of renewable
energy options available for remote
energy supplies
• Suitable for project sites with limited or
no hydro potential
• An alternative to expensive PV systems

• Pass on practical experiences

Available Resource
• The Philippines
has the best
wind resource in
SE Asia
• WWF estimate
7,400 MW
commercial
potential!

Why Small Wind Turbines?
• Suitable for remote communities
• Easier to install
• Easier to transport
• Less capital cost

• Can be operated and maintained with
minimal specialist equipment
• Use the Community Based Renewable
Energy System (CBRES) model
• Community ownership

Wind Turbine History
proven - used
commercially in the UK and USA,
and by NGOs in Honduras, Peru,
India, etc.

Wind Turbine History
• Based upon a design by Hugh
Piggott in the UK
• Appropriate Technology design
philosophy
• basic technology
• inexpensive
• local manufacture
• simple maintenance
• A construction manual has been
developed by Hugh Piggott with
ITDG (Practical Action)

Wind Turbine History

• Internationally

• Wind turbines in Scotland have
operated for a number of years
• Needed changes to the design
for application in the Philippines

Useful websites:
Hugh Piggott’s website:
www.scoragwind.co.uk
Practical Action website:
www.practicalaction.org

• Needed to be proven in the
Philippines

Wind Turbine
3.6 m blade
diameter

20 m hub
height

1 kW
capacity
Guyed tower

Wind energy system

Hybrid energy systems

Hybrid energy systems
Hybrid wind with solar PV, generators etc.

 Diversity ensures a more reliable system
 Complementary sources
Requires careful design
Added complexity
Could rely mainly upon generator

Existing installations

Existing installations

• Barangay Lamag,
Quirino, Ilocos Sur
• 500 W wind turbine
• Electrification of church
building and rectory
• Installed March 2006

Existing installations
Sitio Buli, Lubang Island, Mindoro Occidental
1 kW wind turbine / 300 Wp solar
Potable water pumping system
Installed July 2007

Existing installations

Project Implementation
1. Perform resource assessment
2. Perform community socio-economic assessment
3. Produce full system design
4. Construct wind turbine in workshop

Background Videos
1: Short video on Hugh Piggott, the
designer of the wind turbine on which
SIBAT have based their design.

5. Construct project at site
6. Training for operators

2: Video of SIBAT’s 1kW wind turbine.

7. Hand over project to community
8. Review the implementation procedure

Energy in the wind
Wind power:

1
P = × ρ × Α ×U 3
2

Cannot extract all this power due to losses:

Available power:

1
P = × ρ × Α ×U 3 × CP × N g × Nb
2

We use the average wind speed to find the energy generated

Energy = Power × time

Resource Assessment

Resource Assessment

First and important step to installing a wind
system.

A wind atlas of the Philippines has been
produced by NREL.

Must know the wind resource and the load
required in order to:

An accurate wind resource assessment is difficult
to perform to site a small wind turbine:

• Check the cost of the system

• Cost of collecting data

• Check if the system is feasible

• Inaccuracy in short term data collection

• Size the system components

• Problems with correlating data
Requires careful consideration
Look at: Wind FS resource assessment

Resource Assessment
Have a daily energy generation value for one wind
turbine.

Load Assessment

Must know the loads to size the system
Requires discussion with the community

Now need to see how useful that energy would be.

• What type of loads are required?
• How often will they be required?
• Place emphasis on loads that could help
income generation.

Look at: Load and Sizing spreadsheet

Basic System Sizing
Now the wind resource is known and the load
required

Break!

Check on approximate size and cost of system
Compare to other available renewable energy
sources
Could required some adjustment and compromises

Wind Turbine System
A wind energy system is comprised of many parts
– not just the wind turbine.

Wind Turbine System
• Look at the construction of those various
parts.
• SIBAT have produced a number of
guides to the construction of various parts
of the turbine.

Must ensure all parts are correctly designed to
ensure a reliable system

• We will look at each part in turn and
explain its construction and the important
design choices.

Wind Turbine Manufacture

Wind Turbine Manufacture

• Wind turbine designed as a number of parts.
• These can be built where good facilities exist
• Then easily transported to site for assembly

WT Blades
• The blades capture the wind energy.
• The larger the swept area of the blades, the
greater the energy collected.
• Blades must be:
o Aerodynamically shaped
o Strong – rotational and bending forces
o Relatively light

Fibreglass blades

Why Fibreglass Blades?
The Hugh Piggott design shows the production of
wooden blades.
SIBAT have chosen to use fibre-glass blades.
• Ensures good repeatability
• Difficult to find good quality straight grained wood
- problems with deforestation
• Good strength to weight ratio

Fibreglass Blades

• 1.8 m long composite blades
• Blade manufacturing guide produced
• Fabrication shop in Marikina

Installed blades have survived a signal 3 typhoon
Look at: Blade manufacture guide

Generator

Permanent Magnet Generator

Note: Also known as the alternator or the
permanent magnet generator (PMG)

The generator converts rotation of blades into
electrical power.
The generator must be a low rpm device as the
blades turn at approximately 500rpm.
There are no suitable ‘off the shelf’ generators,
hence a specially designed unit is used.
This is a relatively simple and robust ‘axial flux’
permanent magnet generator (PMG).

Produces low voltage (12/24/48V) 3 phase AC

Permanent Magnet Generator

Rotor

Generates AC which must be converted to DC.
This is performed by the rectifier (shown later)

• These rotate – hence called ‘rotor’....
DREW

• 2 rotor disks are required for each PMG.
• These are steel disks onto which very powerful
‘rare earth’ magnets are attached with resin.

Look at: Rotor construction guide

Stator

Chassis

This is stationary – hence named ‘stator’...
It consists of a number of coils of wire set in resin.
The rotating magnetic field from the permanent
magnets in the rotor disk induces a voltage on the coils
(Faraday’s Law)
This in turn allows a current to flow and hence power
generated.
Must be:
o Designed for the correct power
o Designed for the correct voltage
o Weather-proof and robust
Look at: Stator construction guide

DREW

The chassis is the metal frame which
holds all the various components
together.
This can be manufactured in most
metal working shops.

Bearing

Furling Mechanism
If there is too strong wind want to limit the turbine output.

DREW

The rotor disks and blades rotate on a bearing which is
attached to the chassis.

DREW This is controlled by ‘furling’ or turning the blades out of the
path of the wind

A car wheel bearing is used as it is locally available ‘off
the shelf’.
Also second-hand bearings can also be used to reduce
costs.
• Toyota Corolla wheel bearing (PhP700 second hand)
This component must be monitored during maintenance.
It may need to be replaced due to wear and tear.

Rectifier
• The rectifier ‘converts’ the
AC waveform from the stator
into DC, required for the
batteries.
• Fitted at the top of the
tower so passing wind keeps
the unit cool.

Other WT System Components
We have looked at the construction of the
wind turbine.
Now want to look at the other components
which make up a fully functioning wind
energy system.

• This must be designed for
the correct current.
Look at: Rectifier construction guide

Wind Turbine Tower

Wind Turbine Tower

Tower is a ‘tilt-up’ design
DREW

Allows easy raising and lowering of the turbine.

DREW

Wind Turbine Tower

Tower Foundations
• 5 anchor points and one base foundation are required

DREW

A detailed design and analysis has been completed.
Looked at various modes of failure.

DREW

• Concrete foundations with strengthening rebar
• Ensure accurate positioning

Based upon this a standard design has been chosen:
• 20m high tower
• Comprised of 3 x 6m galvanised steel sch. 20 3”
pipes
• Sch. 80 2.5” joining sections used
• Stainless steel cables used at three levels

Look at: Tower design spreadsheet

Lightning Protection System
Lightning can cause serious damage!

Lightning Protection System
Ensure good grounding
Can also try to diffuse the lightning energy

Look at: L.P.S construction guide

Power House
Some form of power house is required to protect the
electrical system.
This should be located relatively close (within 20m) to the
turbine (long DC wire runs will be expensive).
Features:
• Weather proof
• Good ventilation (batteries can generate explosive gas)
• Insect proof (as much as possible)
• With good lighting (either natural or electrical)
• Usually community built

Electrical System

Probably the most variable part of the system
design.
This will depend totally upon the required use for
the power which will vary depending upon the
application.
Will look at this in detail on day 2.

Wind Turbine Costs
Approximate costs for a wind energy system:
Transport

End of Day 1

Wind
Turbine
Assembly

Powerhouse
and Tools

Electricals

Tower and
Foundation

Note: These costs require updating

Electrical Systems
Important and often overlooked part of
renewable energy systems

Start of Day 2

If any part is incorrect then it will probably fail
given time. This could lead to more disastrous
consequences (e.g. Failure of blades).
Difficult to make changes ‘in the field’

Electrical Systems

Electrical System Diagram

Problems with the electrical systems include:
Wh

Wh

Voltage drop

Look at: Electrical design guide
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Cable Sizing
Cables must be correctly sized for the current they will be
required to carry
Problem is voltage drop

Fusing and protection
Every cable must be protected by some form of
fuse or breaker
Due to the battery installed:

Due to resistance of cable and current flowing

Resistance = (ρ x L) / A
Voltage drop = Resistance x Current
Voltage drop must be kept within reasonable parameters
(typically 5%)
Design for the highest current

System Voltage
System voltage is the DC voltage of the battery bank, the wind
turbine output, any DC loads and the inverter input.

• Can supply 1000s of amps in short circuit
• Damage to components
• Fire risk
Many types available
Ensure correct rating

Battery Bank
Battery bank sizing:

Most important system parameter

• Days of autonomy

Affects currents flowing through the system

• Maximum current

Depends upon a number of factors:
• Cost of cable
• Cost of wind turbine rectifier, charge controller and inverter.
• Availability of components rated at the system voltage

Battery bank design
Practical installation

• Voltage requirement of the loads

Wind Turbine
Looked at rectifier and lightning protection

Charge Controller

• Power cable

Required to protect the batteries from
overcharging.

• Brake switch

Must be a ‘shunt’ controller for wind systems

• Monitoring

Size of charge controller
Dump load

Loads
DC loads
• Direct from the battery
• Ensure correct fusing
AC loads

System Voltage
The system voltage (DC battery voltage) is the
most important parameter for looking at the
system status.
Requires an accurate display of the correct
voltage range:
12V requires 10-16V

• Sizing inverter
• Inverter types

24V requires 20 to 32V
48V requires 40V to 60V

• Inverter cable
Look at: Expanded scale voltmeter

Design Spreadsheet
All the calculations have been put into a
spreadsheet for easy system design.
Shows all currents, voltages, cable sizes and
component ratings.

Practical Issues
System layout
System grounding
Cable connections

Always check these results
Do they seem in the right ballpark

Look at: System design spreadsheet

Design Exercises
Best way of learning is to do it!

Break!

• Split into three groups
• Each will look at a different site
• Perform resource and load assessment
• Is the system feasible?
• Produce full electrical system design
• Present the design

Site 1

Site 2

Site name: Lamag

Site name: Matarinao

Location: Barangay Lamag, Ilocos Sur

Location: Matarinao, Salcedo, Eastern Samar

Longitude: 120.670

Longitude: 125.5394

Latitude: 17.156

Latitude: 11.2464

Loads required:

Loads required:

2 x Battery charging stations

Water pumping system

50W charging at each 12hrs per day
Street lighting for community

50 households each requiring 200l/day
Head is 60m

10 x 20W fluorescent bulbs

Site 3
Site name: Fuga Island
Location: Fuga Island, Cagayan
Longitude: 121.3333
Latitude: 18.86667

Design presentations

Loads required:
1 x 1kW rice mill
Used for 4 hours per day (harvest season)
25 household lights
1 x 20W fluorescent each

End of Wind Training!
Any questions or
comments?

End of Day 2

Overview

Start of Day 3

Wind O&M Manual

Day 3:
Only for SIBAT engineers
AM
– Wind O&M manual
– Wind charge controller ideas
– Solar resource assessment
– Review of RE projects
PM
– Calbiga site visit review

Wind Charge Controller

Operation and Maintenance Manual

Basic design from Hugh Piggott’s book

Required for every installed system

Shunt controller which uses relays

Contains all critical information on the system
This was written for SIBAT or LGU engineer
Perhaps simpler version written in local
language

More elegant solutions available
e.g. Using MOSFETs and PWM control
Proposed project in conjunction with EE dept. of UP

Future involvement
Look at: Wind O&M manual

Solar PV resource

PV resource assessment is relatively easy
Can be done from office
Use NASA data from website

Look at: Solar Resource Assessment Guide

DC Cable Design

Produced simple spreadsheet to calculate
the correct size cable required for a give load
Perhaps useful for solar PV system design,
although the manufacturers information
should be followed.

Look at: DC Cable Sizing Spreadsheet

AC Cable Design
At present a standard 22mm2 design is used

Solar PV System Design
System sizing spreadsheet

This size is not always required
Large potential cost savings

Need to produce a easy-to-use AC cable
sizing spreadsheet.

Checking any suppliers information with the manufacturer#

Waterproof pump connections

Each system will be different as different
loads supplied

Micro Hydro Projects

Review of Project Status
• 1kW Wind Turbine - Buli
• 500W Wind turbine – Lamag

Idea on design:
Correct rating of system
Update all the systems with correct ratings

• 20kW Hydro – Ag-agama
• 7.5kW Hydro - Caguyen
• 900Wp SWPS – Paang Bundok
• Lorentz SWPS

V-notch on spill over canal

• Other WT systems
• ELC
• Data acquisition
• Project implementation tools

